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As you can see, if you're using an unreliable Pokemon Go spoofing app on Android, it can even have your account suspended. Not only that, it can also damage your device and make it vulnerable to security threats. To help you choose the best spoofing app for Pokemon Go Android, we have hand-picked the 3 safest options here. Let's explore these Pokemon Go spoofing
solutions for Android in 2019. 3.1 Using a VPN A virtual private network is still considered the safest bet for Pokemon Go fakecores on Android. First, it will hide your original IP address as you change your location so you can access other Pokemon. Since most VPNs would encrypt your data, it will also minimize the risks of being blocked by Pokemon Go. In addition to changing
your location, it will also allow you to play Pokemon Go if the game app is not available in your region. Some of the virtual private networks I've tried are Express VPN, Nord VPN, and IP Vanish. Most of these VPNs work similarly and have easy-to-use Android applications. You can select from the available servers to spoof the location and protect the IP address at the same time.
Here's how you can use a VPN to spoof Pokemon Go on Android. Step 1. Install Pokemon Go on your Android and create your own account if you haven't already. Also, install a secure VPN like IP Vanish and you have an active account. Most VPNs also offer a free trial period. Step 2. Close the Pokemon Go app from running in the background so it can't detect the presence of a
VPN. Now launch a VPN app and go to the list of servers it provides. From here, just select the appropriate location (country or city) where Pokemon Go is already active. Step 3. Once the VPN has started to work, it will automatically spoof your location. Now, launch Pokemon Go back on your device and access the new location. 3.2 Use Fake GPS Go If you have an Android
device, you can use tons of fake GPS apps to fake your location on Pokemon Go. Most of these apps wouldn't even need root access on the device. You can simply unlock developer options on your Android and enable the fake location feature from it. Fake GPS Go is a freely available application that will allow you to add your location to any desired place. This will make you
fake Pokemon Go on Android quite easily without being detected. Step 1. First, go to your phone settings &gt; system &gt; phone information and tap the Create number option seven times in a row. This will unlock developer options on your phone. Step 2. Now and launch the Fake GPS Go app on your device and give it the access you need. Next, go to your device settings &gt;
developer options and turn it on. From the Mock Location App feature, select Fake GPS Go and give it access to change the location of your device. Step 3. That's all! Once Fake GPS Go has the necessary access, you can only application and manually change your location. Next, launch Pokemon Go to access your new location. If you want, you can even close Fake GPS Go
so that Pokemon Go does not detect its presence. Don't worry: it will continue to work in the background until you manually start it and stop the location spoof feature. 3.3 Use fake GPS for free This is another fake GPS app that is available for free and can be easily used on your Android. The app is pretty light and won't access many device usages as well. Although the app has
released a new version lately, some users have complained about getting a Niantic strike using it. Therefore, you can use this Pokemon Go Android spoofing app at your peril. Step 1. First, go to your device settings and unlock developer options by tapping the build number 7 times. Also, go to play store and download Fake GPS Free to your device. Step 2. Once the app is
installed, go to Settings &gt; Developer Options and tap the fake location app feature to give the FAKE GPS the access you need. Step 3. After that, launch the Fake GPS Free application on your device and search for any desired location. You can also manually zoom in or out of the map to mark the new location. Step 4. Once the location is spoofed, you'll get the relevant
notification. Close the GPS app now and launch Pokemon Go instead to access the new location on the game app. The last words You go! After following this guide, you will be able to fake Pokemon Go on Android in three different ways. For your convenience, we have also included the risks of using any Pokemon Go spoofer for Android as well. As you can see, a VPN would be
your best spoofing app for Pokemon Go Android due to its additional security features. However, you can also use a fake GPS app to spoof Pokemon Go on Android. Go ahead and try these solutions and feel free to share your tips on Pokemon Go spoofing in the comments too! Pokemon Go is one of the most popular AR (Augment Reality) games today. The game allows us to
capture all kinds of Pokemons in various areas. In fact, to catch Pokemon, users are required to visit different places and get out. This greatly limits players to getting only a few Pokemon in the area near them and making them search for spoofing applications for Android.PGSharp the best Pokemon GO Spoofing No Root 2020PGSharp is the Pokemon GO Spoofing No Root 2020
app that is best suited for those who want to fake Pokemon GO without having to root their Android smartphone. After VMOS it cannot be used to PGSharp is the best alternative for Pokemon GO Spoofing No Root 2020.PGSharp is a modification of the official Pokemon GO application. The PGSharp developer adds a joystick so you no longer have to install it separately. PGSharp
is also equipped with teleportation and automatic walking functions. Only by installing PGSharp PGSharp install it on an uningrained Android smartphone you can fake Pokemon GO cards. How to install PGSharpTo install it is quite easy to download PGSharp APK from the official PGSharp site and install the apk so that you can fake Pokemon GOcore. In order to run PGSharp you
need the PGSharp key code that we need to insert into the application. Getting the PGSharp beta key is not easy. How to get the pgsharp free beta key? PGSharp limits the number of users in this beta period. They can only manage beta testers in small quantities. They therefore also restrict their registration services and open them only at random times and only briefly. So the
key to getting the PGSharp Beta button is Luck and Speed. Here's how to get the PGSharp Beta key:Go to the official PGSharp website. Scroll down until you find the Sign up for the free trial button. If you get a out-of-stock message, the new server closes the service and you can try it again. They open the service at random times and only briefly, then frequently update the page.
If you are lucky you will get a page like thisYou can fill in the requested data with any data and even the email can use fake emails, because this is free, we do not need valid dataCreate the passwordSelect Bitcoin as payment (the method of the free beta key)Hit the Complete OrderYou redirected to the login page. Use your email you already record and passwordCopy key code
and paste it into the PGSharp app to activate PGSharp.ConclusionsWhy PGSharp is a modified Pokemon GO, we recommend that you use an alternate account during playback. PGSharp can only be used on Pokemon Trainer Club accounts and cannot use Google Login and Facebook Login. To get the pgsharp free beta key, you need to frequently monitor the sign-up page on
the official PGSharp website, cooling off frequently and registering as soon as possible. Pokemon GO isn't as popular as it used to be, but there's still an avid community of fans still fighting for the Pokemon Master title. There are many new rules introduced by Nanaimo, so it often becomes difficult to achieve much success in the game, especially if you are stuck at home. There
are ways to get around these restrictions and travel freely in Pokemon Go augmented reality. It would help if I had a Pokemon GO spoofing outline and we made a list of the best apps for Android and iOS. These are apps that you can install without having to jailbreak your iPhone or root your Android.Best for iOS: Goooch GPS VirtualGoooch GPS Virtual ( can create a virtual path
or location for your AR games. It serves as a GPS location spoofer for games like Go. You can set your location anywhere in the world and find new Pokemon and gyms from the comfort of your home. The app is one of the best virtual GPS for iOS and can generate a fake location for you from anywhere. Works well Pokemon GO and other augmented reality games. The app has
three modes, and you can choose a specific destination or find a virtual path and go further in the game. It is compatible with all versions of iOS and works on any iPhone or iPad that supports virtual gaming. We made a Pokemon GO spoofing profile to use the app to play. How to install1. First, you need to install the software on your computer ( . The software is compatible with
Windows PC and Mac operating systems. When the installation is complete, open it and follow the instructions on the screen. When you request it, connect your iOS device to your computer.2. When the device connects to your computer, you'll see a map with the actual location on it. To use a false location on your device, you'll need to select Teleportation mode from the upper
right corner. After that, you can open the Pokemon GO app on your device.3. On goooch's GPS virtual map, choose a location by zooming in on the map to go wherever you want. When you select a location, a sidebar appears with the details of the destination, including the name, distance, and coordinates. You can also search for a location by typing in the search box.4. After
selecting the destination, click to move to the Pokemon GO app and you'll be in a whole new place. The Goooch GPS instantly takes your character in Pokemon GO to the new location. This is how you can find rare Pokemon without having to travel further from your home. You can reach new levels in the game and reach any place without having to go anywhere. You can change
the location at any time without having to jailbreak or change your iOS device in any way. Best for Android: Pokemon Go Fake GPS Joystick &amp; Routes GoThe Pokemon GO uses Google Maps to track your location with the help of your phone's GPS. It shows different types of Pokemon based on your location and they are scattered throughout the area. The Pokemon GO
Joystick can trick the app into thinking you're moving in real life by altering your GPS location. This allows you to move around the game as well. The app has control buttons like joystick arrow keys, and you can use them to move around the game in any direction. This app allows you to adjust the speed of movement or running as well. The joystick looks like an overlay on the
Pokemon GO app, so the player looks at where you're moving on the map. Developers created this app for people stuck at home during the 2020 pandemic to play without going out. It also helps those who are stuck at home and don't have transportation to explore different places. This spoofing contour Go is for moments like these when players don't have the luxury of moving.
How to install1. After you install the app, go to About your phone in the settings and tap the build number 7 times.2. Go to location settings set GPS mode to high accuracy.3. Allow the app to use GPS and then select any location on the map4. Change your app's settings to enable non-root mode and joystick.5 as well. Use the red dot to move to a location, and then enable it by
clicking Play. You can then find that location on your Pokemon GO app when you open it. Best for Android: Fake GPS FreeThis is another fake GPS app for Android, and this is free and compatible with AR games like Pokemon GO. Fake GPS Free is lightweight and doesn't require much space or GPU power. Developers periodically release newer versions of the app to fix
existing bugs and introduce more features. You can visit any new location using fake GPS and get around the game by capturing rare Pokemon and accessing new challenges! How to install1. After you install the app, go to About your phone in the settings and tap the build number 7 times.2. Go to Developer Options in app settings and grant the fictitious location app permission
to access your location.3. Launch the free Fake GPS app and search for where you want to go. You can enter it in the search bar or find it manually by zooming in on the map.4. Once the app spoofs the location, you'll get a notification for it. Now you can close the app and launch Pokemon GO to find your character with access to a new place. Place.
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